Polyurea: The Ultimate Coating and Lining Material

The potential uses for polyurea are limitless. This remarkable technology requires proper surface preparation, special application equipment, and in some cases primers. The most common application known to the general public is as a truck bed liner (ie., Rhino Lining). An endless number of formulas can be created in virtually any color to suit your needs for abrasion resistance and/ or waterproofing. Several formulas are available including: Fuel and Chemical Resistant, FDA approved food contact, Anti-bacterial, highly reflective, etc.

SPF (Sprayed Polyurethane Rigid Foam) using high density closed cell polyurethane rigid foam for roof systems and exterior systems and open cell polyurethane rigid foam for interior walls, soundproofing, refrigeration, and shipping containment.

The following list includes some of the current successful applications in use around the world:

**Roof Coating:** Excellent protective coating over foam, metal, concrete roofs, other coatings, EPDM, TPO, etc. Creates a seamless barrier and is ultra-durable. Tax deductions generally 100% in year one as it is a repair and not a new roofing system which would require depreciation over time.

**Pipe/Pipeline Coatings and Linings:** Protects steel from corrosion, adds durability, existing water and sewer pipes can be lined to rehabilitate existing infrastructure. Reduction in maintenance and service costs is another benefit associated with coating and lining the Pipes.

**Tank Coating and Lining:** Polyurea can be used for Chemical Resistance, Corrosion Protection, Reclamation, etc.

**Marine:** Uses both above and below the water line- protects steel, aluminum, and fiberglass. Properties including abrasion, chemical, and corrosion resistance make polyurea an excellent coating system in many marine applications.

**Bridge Coating:** Many State DOT’s are specifying polyurea on bridges to help protect the steel and concrete.

**Fuel Storage and Containment:** Commonly used in fuel pits and as secondary containment.

**Others:** Truck Bed Liners, Flooring and Parking Decks, Architectural Design, Water Parks and Playgrounds, Railcar Lining and Track Containment, Line Striping, Spray Molding, Joint Fill, etc.
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